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Bots/Mentors

Algo Mentors

UT ALPHA - PRO started on 25/9/2017

8.4K Followers

The most accurate trader in the history of untrade, UT ALPHA gives 
technical analysis and...

BTC/USDT Pair | Spot

Profit since Inception  /$83.7M  510%

Draw Down | Max-12% | Avg 6.3%

AUM | $26.3M

Rating / Risk | 12%

Time to recovery | 60 Days

Following

UT BRAVO started on 25/4/2019

5.3K Followers

The most accurate trader in the history of untrade, UT BRAVO  gives 
technical analysis and...

BTC/USDT Pair | Future Coin-M

Profit since Inception  /$43.7M  510%

Draw Down | Max-12% | Avg 6.3%

AUM | $11.3M

Rating / Risk | 11%

Time to recovery | 60 Days

UT CHARLIE - EXPERT started on 15/3/2017

11.2K Followers

The most accurate trader in the history of untrade, UT CHARLIE 
gives technical analysis and...

BTC/USDT Pair | Future USD-M

Profit since Inception  /$23.7M  510%

Draw Down | Max-12% | Avg 6.3%

AUM | $15.3M

Rating / Risk | 22%

Time to recovery | 60 Days

UT TITAN started on 25/9/2018

2.4K Followers

The most accurate trader in the history of untrade, UT TITAN gives 
technical analysis and...

BTC/USDT Pair | Future USD-M

Profit since Inception  /$83.7M  510%

Draw Down | Max-12% | Avg 6.3%

AUM | $9.3M

Rating / Risk | 9%

Time to recovery | 60 Days

UT ALPHA - PRO started on 25/9/2017

8.4K Followers

The most accurate trader in the history of untrade, King Khan gives 
technical analysis and...The most accurate trader...

BTC/USDT Pair | Future USD-M

Profit since Inception  /$83.7M  510%

Draw Down | Max-12% | Avg 6.3%

AUM | $16.3M

Rating / Risk | 12%

Time to recovery | 60 Days

9:41
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UnTrade: 

Revolutionizing the Trading Landscape



In today's rapidly evolving digital age, the world of trading has seen 

significant transformations. With the rise of cryptocurrencies and 

algorithmic trading, the barriers between professional traders and Entry 

level traders have been blurred. However, the complexities of the trading 

world can still be daunting for many. Enter UnTrade, a groundbreaking 

platform designed to democratize access to advanced trading strategies 

and bridge the gap between professional trading tools and the general 

public.



At its core, UnTrade is more than just a trading platform. It's a holistic 

"platform as a service" that offers a space for both traders and investors. 

For traders, it provides an avenue to design, test, and showcase their 

trading strategies without the need for intricate coding. For investors, it 

offers a curated selection of vetted, high-performing algorithmic strategies 

to diversify their portfolios.

Executive Summary
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One of the standout features of UnTrade is its emphasis on 

community and collaboration. By fostering a space where 

traders can share their expertise and investors can 

capitalize on it, UnTrade ensures a win-win scenario for all 

parties involved. This collaborative approach is further 

enhanced by the platform's tokenomics, where the UnTrade 

token plays a pivotal role in incentivizing and rewarding its 

community.



But UnTrade doesn't stop there. Recognizing the challenges 

and gaps in the current trading landscape, the platform 

introduces innovative solutions backed by cutting-edge 

technology. From AI-driven strategies to seamless cross-

platform integrations, UnTrade is poised to be a game-

changer in the trading domain.



Furthermore, the platform's strategic roadmap showcases 

a clear vision for the future. With plans for continuous 

innovation, global outreach, and community-building 

initiatives, UnTrade is not just setting the stage but leading 

the way in redefining the trading experience.



In conclusion, UnTrade represents the future of trading—a 

future where advanced trading tools are accessible to all, 

where collaboration trumps competition, and where every 

user, be it a novice trader or a seasoned investor, can 

thrive and prosper.

Executive Summary
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UnTrade: 
Pioneering the Future of Trading with a Platform-as-a-Service Approach



In the vast landscape of digital trading, where countless platforms vie for 
attention, UnTrade emerges as a beacon of innovation and accessibility. 
Designed with the modern trader and investor in mind, UnTrade is not just 
another trading platform; it's a comprehensive ecosystem that reimagines 
the way trading strategies are created, shared, and capitalized upon.



Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) Model: 
At the heart of UnTrade's offering is its unique PaaS model. This approach 
allows traders and Quant Traders to build, test, and deploy their trading 
algorithms on the platform, eliminating the need for complex infrastructure 
setups. By providing the necessary tools and resources, UnTrade ensures 
that even those without a deep technical background can bring their 
trading strategies to life.




Overview of UnTrade
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For investors, this PaaS model offers unparalleled access to a diverse range 

of trading strategies. They can explore, evaluate, and invest in strategies 

with ease, benefiting from the collective expertise of the UnTrade 

community. Moreover, the platform's infrastructure ensures that investors 

receive real-time data, performance metrics, and insights, allowing them 

to make informed decisions and optimize their portfolios. This seamless 

integration of traders and investors under one roof exemplifies UnTrade's 

commitment to creating a holistic trading ecosystem.



Diverse Trading Strategies: 

UnTrade is home to a plethora of trading strategies, ranging from 

traditional stock and forex trading algorithms to cutting-edge crypto 

trading bots. This diversity ensures that investors of all risk appetites and 

preferences can find strategies that align with their goals.



User-Centric Design: 

Understanding the varied needs of its user base, UnTrade boasts an intuitive 

and user-friendly interface. Whether you're a seasoned trader looking to 

deploy a new strategy or an investor seeking to diversify your portfolio, the 

platform's design ensures a seamless and efficient experience.



Transparency and Trust: 

In a domain where trust is paramount, UnTrade places a strong emphasis 

on transparency. Every trading strategy on the platform undergoes 

rigorous vetting, and performance metrics are displayed openly. This 

transparency ensures that investors can make informed decisions and trust 

in the strategies they choose to follow.




Overview of UnTrade
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Buy $280 of Dogecoin when @elonmusk tweets about DOGE.
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Buy $500 Bitcoin if a Golden Cross 
is created.

AI BOT

Perfect! I will Buy $500 Bitcoin if a Golden Cross is 
created.

AI BOT

Perfect! I will Buy $280 $doge if @elonmusk tweets 
about DOGE.

Free Research Preview. ChatGPT may produce inaccurate information about people, places, or facts. ChatGPT May 12 Version

Trade

Binance Balance (USDT)

450.56 USDT
= $450.56

Spot
$77.26
60%

Future (USD-M)

$300.36
20%

Future (Coin-M)

$200.36
20%

UnTrade P&L Analysis

Total Value (USDT)

12,000.00 USDT ($2,598.55)

Today’s PNL

8.9%
$865.89

7D PNL

37.9%
$ 4165.89

30D PNL

$8565.8966.9%

Delta (USDT)

We do not charge any commission until your delta is equal to zero.

12,410.00 USDT

Spot
Future

USD@-M

Future
(Coin-M)

Open Position (12) Open Order(4) Order History

Entry Price

Realized PNL (USDT)

Opened


Closed

Total amount

Bot Commission

Fee

101.26659

101.26659

2023-09-20 17:59:15


2023-09-20 17:59:15
Buy

Avg. /Price

0.00356

Realized PNL (USDT)

0.00356
12.65

6.65 USDT

0.89 USDT

BTC/USDT Perpetual

Entry Price

Realized PNL (USDT)

Opened


Closed

Total amount

Bot Commission

Fee

101.26659

101.26659

2023-09-20 17:59:15


2023-09-20 17:59:15
Sell

Avg. /Price

0.00356

Realized PNL (USDT)

0.00356
12.65

6.65 USDT

0.89 USDT

BTC/USDT Perpetual

9:41

Collaborative Ecosystem: 

Beyond its trading functionalities, UnTrade fosters a vibrant community of 

traders, Quant Traders, and investors. Through forums, webinars, and 

collaborative tools, users can share insights, seek advice, and collaborate 

on refining trading strategies.



Adaptable and Scalable: 

In a rapidly changing trading environment, adaptability is key. UnTrade is 

built on a robust technological foundation that allows for quick 

adaptations to market changes, ensuring that the platform remains at the 

forefront of trading innovations.



In essence, UnTrade is more than a platform; it's a movement. A movement 

that seeks to democratize access to advanced trading tools, foster 

collaboration among trading enthusiasts, and provide a transparent and 

trustworthy environment for investors to grow their wealth.

Overview of UnTrade
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From Personal Necessity to Global Solution
















The inception of UnTrade is a testament to the age-old adage: "Necessity is 

the mother of invention." The platform's roots trace back to a personal need, 

a gap in the trading landscape that the founders themselves experienced 

firsthand.



In their quest for financial growth, the founders sought the expertise of 

portfolio managers to oversee and optimize their investments. The idea was 

simple: to leverage the knowledge of experts while retaining control over 

their funds. However, as they delved deeper into the trading world, a 

glaring issue became evident. There was a distinct lack of a robust system 

that could seamlessly integrate the expertise of portfolio managers with 

the autonomy and control desired by individual investors.



UnTrade's inception stems 

from necessity being the 

mother of invention. Its 

roots lie in founders' 

personal experiences that 

revealed gaps in trading 

systems.

"

"

History of UnTrade
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This realization sparked the idea for UnTrade. Instead of waiting for a 

solution to emerge, the founders decided to create one. They envisioned a 

platform where investors could have the best of both worlds: the insights 

and strategies of seasoned traders, coupled with the freedom to manage 

their own funds.



The journey wasn't without its challenges. Building a platform that could 

cater to both novice and experienced traders, ensuring transparency, and 

integrating advanced trading tools required meticulous planning and 

execution. But with unwavering determination and a clear vision, UnTrade 

was born.



Today, UnTrade stands as a beacon for investors and traders alike, offering 

a unique solution to a problem once faced by its founders. It's a platform 

that embodies the spirit of innovation, born out of personal necessity and 

shaped by the collective experiences and feedback of its growing 

community.



In essence, the history of UnTrade is a reflection of its commitment to 

addressing real-world challenges, continuously evolving, and setting new 

benchmarks in the trading domain.

History of UnTrade
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Empowering Every Investor: A Future Where Trading Knows No Bounds



In a world where financial markets are in constant flux, the ability to 

navigate, adapt, and thrive is paramount. At UnTrade, our vision is rooted in 

the belief that every individual, regardless of their background or expertise, 

should have the tools and opportunities to succeed in the trading realm.



Democratizing Advanced Trading: 

We envision a future where advanced trading strategies are not confined 

to the elite or the technically adept. By providing a platform-as-a-service 

model, we aim to democratize access to cutting-edge trading tools, 

ensuring that everyone—from the novice investor to the seasoned trader—

can harness the power of algorithmic trading.



Bridging Knowledge Gaps: 

The trading landscape is vast and can often be intimidating. Our vision is 

to bridge the knowledge gaps, fostering a community where learning and 

collaboration are at the forefront. UnTrade emphasizes providing 

educational content through various means like blogs, webinars, and video 

content that explain the intricacies of algorithmic trading, its advantages, 

user testimonials, and tutorials on how to make the best use of UnTrade.


Vision of UnTrade
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Prioritizing Transparency and Trust: 

In an industry where trust is paramount, we envision a platform that stands 

as a beacon of transparency. From vetting trading strategies to providing 

real-time performancemetrics, our goal is to ensure that every decision 

made on UnTrade is informed, confident, and backed by data.



Global Reach with Local Insights: 

While our aspirations are global, we recognize the importance of local 

insights. We aim to create a platform that resonates with diverse markets, 

understanding their unique challenges and opportunities. By integrating 

global best practices with local nuances, we strive to make UnTrade a 

universally trusted trading partner.



Continuous Innovation: 

The world of trading is ever-evolving, and so is our vision. We are 

committed to continuous innovation, ensuring that UnTrade remains at the 

cutting edge of trading technology. Whether it's integrating AI-driven tools, 

enhancing user experience, or exploring new financial frontiers, our eyes are 

firmly set on the future.



In essence, the vision of UnTrade is to reshape the trading landscape, 

making it more accessible, transparent, and collaborative. We believe in a 

future where everyone has the opportunity to grow their wealth, where 

trading is not just a privilege but a right, and where the boundaries of 

what's possible are constantly being redefined.

Vision of UnTrade
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Empowering Everyone: Elevating the Trading Experience for All



At the heart of UnTrade lies a mission that is both profound and 

transformative. We are not just building a platform; we are crafting an 

experience, an ethos, and a movement that seeks to redefine the trading 

paradigm.












1. Accessibility for All: 

Our primary mission is to make advanced trading tools and strategies 

accessible to everyone, irrespective of their background or financial 

prowess. We believe that each individual should have the tools and 

opportunities to navigate the financial markets confidently.



2. Cultivating a Collaborative Ecosystem: 

We strive to foster a community where collaboration and knowledge-

sharing are celebrated. By creating a space where traders, Quant Traders, 

and investors can connect, share insights, and learn from one another, we 

aim to elevate the collective trading acumen of our community.

Mission of UnTrade

©2023 Zelta Automations - FZCO. All Rights Reserved.Zelta Automations

Our mission is making advanced 

trading accessible to all, regardless 

of experience or money. We believe 

everyone deserves opportunities to 

navigate markets confidently with 

the proper tools.


"

"
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3. Championing Transparency: 
In a domain often clouded by ambiguity, our mission is to shine a light on 
transparency. We are committed to providing clear, accurate, and real-
time data to our users, ensuring that every decision made on UnTrade is 
informed and trustworthy.



4. Continuous Education: 
We recognize that the world of trading is dynamic and ever-evolving. As 
such, our mission extends to providing continuous education and resources 
to our users, ensuring they stay abreast of market trends, technological 
advancements, and best practices.



5. Innovating for the Future: 
Resting on our laurels is not in our DNA. We are on a relentless quest to 
innovate, refine, and enhance our platform. By integrating the latest 
technologies and listening to the feedback of our community, our mission 
is to ensure that UnTrade remains at the forefront of the trading 
revolution.



6. Empowering Financial Independence: 
Above all, our mission is to empower traders/investors to take control of 
their financial destinies. We believe that with the right tools, knowledge, 
and community, every UnTrade user can chart their path to financial 
independence and success.



In essence, the mission of UnTrade is not just about creating a platform but 
about crafting a legacy—a legacy where trading is democratized, where 
knowledge is power, and where each individual, regardless of their starting 
point, has the opportunity to thrive.


Mission of UnTrade
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A Comprehensive Guide to UnTrade's Vision, Value, and Viability



The world of digital trading, while brimming with potential, can often be 

labyrinthine and opaque. With myriad platforms, tokens, and strategies 

vying for attention, it becomes imperative for projects to articulate their 

value proposition clearly, transparently, and comprehensively. This is where 

the UnTrade whitepaper comes into play.



1. Clarity and Transparency: 

At its core, this whitepaper serves as a beacon of clarity. It aims to 

demystify the intricacies of UnTrade, offering readers a clear and 

unambiguous understanding of what the platform is, what it seeks to 

achieve, and how it plans to do so. Every aspect, from the platform's 

technological underpinnings to its tokenomics, is elucidated in detail, 

ensuring complete transparency.



Purpose of the

UnTrade Whitepaper
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2. Educating the Community: 

Education is a cornerstone of our ethos at UnTrade. Through this 

whitepaper, we aim to educate potential users, investors, and enthusiasts 

about the platform's features, benefits, and unique selling points. By 

providing a deep dive into UnTrade's offerings, we hope to empower our 

community with the knowledge they need to navigate the platform 

confidently.













3. Building Trust: 

In the digital trading realm, trust is paramount. This whitepaper serves as a 

testament to UnTrade's commitment to integrity, transparency, and user-

centricity. By laying out our vision, mission, and roadmap in detail, we aim 

to foster trust and confidence among our stakeholders.



4. Articulating the Vision: 

While the platform's features and functionalities are crucial, the 

overarching vision behind UnTrade is what truly sets it apart. This 

whitepaper delves deep into the platform's long-term aspirations, providing 

readers with a glimpse into the future we're striving to create.

Purpose of the UnTrade Whitepaper
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The whitepaper comprehensively guides 

readers on UnTrade's vision to demystify 

algorithmic trading through transparency on 

its features, education of the community, and 

articulation of building trust and an inviting 

traders and investors to join its movement.
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5. Inviting Collaboration: 

UnTrade is not just a platform; it's a movement. Through this whitepaper, we 

extend an invitation to traders, Quant Traders, investors, and enthusiasts to 

join us on this journey. Whether it's by contributing to the platform's 

development, investing in its future, or simply being a part of the 

community, this document serves as a call to action.



6. Setting the Benchmark: 

Lastly, this whitepaper sets the benchmark for what users and stakeholders 

can expect from UnTrade. It outlines our promises, commitments, and 

standards, ensuring that we remain accountable to our community.



In essence, the purpose of the UnTrade whitepaper is multifaceted. It's an 

informative guide, a trust-building tool, an educational resource, and a call 

to collaboration. Through this document, we hope to provide a holistic 

understanding of UnTrade, setting the stage for a brighter, more inclusive 

trading future.

Purpose of the UnTrade Whitepaper
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Empowering Traders:  

By equipping them with tools to create their own strategies and analytics, 

we're nurturing a community where traders can showcase their trade 

analytics. This not oIn today's hyper-competitive financial landscape, 

algorithmic trading has emerged as an essential tool for gaining an edge. 

However, despite its immense potential, algo trading remains largely elusive 

to a vast majority. This is where UnTrade intervenes, aiming to democratize 

access to sophisticated trading strategies.




Market Need 
Description for 

UnTrade
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Existing Problems & UnTrade's Solutions: Traditional financial markets and 

tools are predominantly designed for institutions, often sidelining retail 

traders and smaller businesses. Many traders, eager to harness the benefits 

of algorithmic strategies, find themselves overwhelmed by the 

complexities of coding and the daunting barrier to entry. Simultaneously, 

there's a proliferation of trading tools and platforms that either offer too 

little functionality or come with a steep learning curve. UnTrade addresses 

these challenges by

 Making Algo Trading Accessible: With pre-built strategies, we're erasing 

the need for time-consuming searches and the risks associated with 

unvetted strategies. This also allows those unfamiliar with trading's 

intricate details to benefit from expertly crafted tactics

 A User-Centric Approach: Instead of adhering to a one-size-fits-all 

model, UnTrade's customizable trading parameters ensure that trades 

are tailored to user’s preferences. Even those without an in-depth 

trading background can guide how their bot operates

 Empowering Traders: By equipping them with tools to create their own 

strategies and analytics, we're nurturing a community where traders 

can showcase their trade analytics. These analytics provide investors 

with clear insights into each trader's performance, guiding informed 

investment decisions. Investors can strategically allocate their capital, 

while sharing a predetermined percentage of commissions with traders 

on profitable trades.   


Market Need Description for UnTrade
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 To facilitate the commission process, investors are required to maintain 
a deposit (either in UnTrade Token or USDT) in their in-app wallet. 
Commissions, determined by the percentage previously set by the 
trader, are automatically deducted from this deposit each time a trade 
is closed profitably, ensuring a smooth and transparent transaction 
process for both parties involved.  

This model motivates traders to showcase their analytics on the 
platform, earning them commissions and amplifying their earnings with 
every successful trade.



Beneficiaries At its core, UnTrade is structured to cater to both traders and 
investors. Whether it's a seasoned trader looking to expand their toolkit or 
an investor aiming to diversify their portfolio with proven strategies, UnTrade 
serves as the linchpin.  

UnTrade's Distinct Edge While the current market offers algorithmic trading 
tools, they often fall short in fostering an inclusive community of traders 
and investors. UnTrade stands apart by acting as a dynamic platform. We're 
not just about algorithms; we're about people – the traders who craft 
strategies and the investors who believe in them.



 By ensuring a seamless, transparent, and mutually beneficial relationship 
between the two, UnTrade is redefining the very contours of algorithmic 
trading platforms. We offer a win-win, where traders gain recognition and 
rewards for their strategies, and investors gain access to a diverse, vetted 
arsenal of trading tactics.

Market Need Description for UnTrade
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Redefining Trading with Advanced Features and User-Centric 
Functionalities



The trading landscape, while abundant with opportunities, is fraught with 
challenges that often deter traders/investors from maximizing their 
potential. UnTrade emerges as a solution to these challenges, offering a 
comprehensive platform that caters to both traders and investors. Let's 
explore the platform's features and functionalities in detail:

Platform Overview 
of UnTrade
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Bill Jackson

Working on CEx
Live on Binance!

Exchanges opens in Japan

API bind

Asset

Traffic

Deposit

Invite friend

Activation

Bot status

Yesss! Your bot is active!

Active
Bot status

Untrade P&L Analysis

Total Value (USDT)

12,420.00 USDT
= $2,598.55

Today’s PNL

$65.89
2.9%

7D PNL

$ 165.89
 7.9%

30D PNL

$265.89
3.9%

The total value (USDT) is the combined profit/loss generated by untrade 

bot. You can also verify the order history on your binance account.

Binance Future Balance (USDT)

450.56 USDT
= $450.56

Amount locked in open orders

300 USDT

Amount locked in open positions

300 USDT

USDT    65%

AGIX    53%

MATIC    15%

BTC    11%

4930

USDT

Binance Future Balance (USDT)

Traffic information

$981

Learn What is position size?

$4500

Learn What is Max Traffic Limit?

Crafted with      by Zelta Automations

Your Road To


Financial


Freedom!
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Bots/Mentors
Algo Mentors

UT ALPHA - PRO
started on 25/9/2017

8.4K Followers
The most accurate trader in the history of untrade, UT ALPHA gives 

technical analysis and...
BTC/USDT Pair | Spot

Profit since Inception  /$83.7M  510%
Draw Down | Max-12% | Avg 6.3%

AUM | $26.3M

Rating / Risk | 12%

Time to recovery | 60 Days

Following

UT BRAVO
started on 25/4/2019

5.3K Followers
The most accurate trader in the history of untrade, UT BRAVO  gives 

technical analysis and...
BTC/USDT Pair | Future Coin-M

Profit since Inception  /$43.7M  510%
Draw Down | Max-12% | Avg 6.3%

AUM | $11.3M

Rating / Risk | 11%

Time to recovery | 60 DaysUT CHARLIE - EXPERT started on 15/3/2017

11.2K Followers
The most accurate trader in the history of untrade, UT CHARLIE 

gives technical analysis and...BTC/USDT Pair | Future USD-M
Profit since Inception  /$23.7M  510%

Draw Down | Max-12% | Avg 6.3%

AUM | $15.3M

Rating / Risk | 22%

Time to recovery | 60 DaysUT TITAN 
started on 25/9/2018

2.4K Followers
The most accurate trader in the history of untrade, UT TITAN gives 

technical analysis and...
BTC/USDT Pair | Future USD-M

Profit since Inception  /$83.7M  510%
Draw Down | Max-12% | Avg 6.3%

AUM | $9.3M

Rating / Risk | 9%

Time to recovery | 60 DaysUT ALPHA - PRO
started on 25/9/2017

8.4K Followers
The most accurate trader in the history of untrade, King Khan gives 

technical analysis and...The most accurate trader...
BTC/USDT Pair | Future USD-M

Profit since Inception  /$83.7M  510%
Draw Down | Max-12% | Avg 6.3%

AUM | $16.3M

Rating / Risk | 12%

Time to recovery | 60 Days

9:41

Home
AI Bots

Traffic Assets
Profile
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Features of UnTrade: Empowering Your Cryptocurrency Tradin
 Save time & Cost Effective: There is 24/7 nonstop trading, monitoring, 

and tracking which you can’t do ordinarily. This saves your time and 
allows you to focus more on other important things without risking 
profit-making. This is very affordable, in contrast with the average fees 
of using most crypto trading bots that are very expensive and do not still 
offer as much value as UnTrade

 Automated Trading at Your Fingertips: UnTrade offers the power of 
automation, enabling you to effortlessly execute cryptocurrency trades 
with precision and speed. Say goodbye to manual trading and let 
UnTrade handle the heavy lifting for you. Powered by state-of-the-art 
algorithms, UnTrade analyzes market data and trends to identify 
profitable trading opportunities. It leverages advanced technical 
indicators and strategies to maximize your chances of success in the 
dynamic cryptocurrency market

 Customizable Trading Strategies (Smart Command Center): Tailor your 
trading strategies to match your risk tolerance and investment goals. 
UnTrade allows you to customize parameters such as position sizing in fix 
as well as in percentage of your capital amount, empowering you to 
trade with confidence and control. Strategy automation through the 
smart Command Center on your UnTrade application. Our trading bot 
automatically sets, Limit entries/Multiple entries, Multiple Take Profits, 
Trailing Stop, Stop Loss, Call Alerts, and Automated move to breakeven, 
and also users can set Order size in % or a fixed amount ($).

Platform Overview of UnTrade
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Binance Bind

Binance API Bind

TCR20

Connect Binance Exchange
 Login to your Binance account, & click API 

management from user centre icon

 Enter a Label or Name for your API Key & click create 

API.(SECURITY TIP: You need to enable 2FA to 

proceed further

 Complete the security verification of 2FA & your API is 

created successfully. Now grant permission for 

“Enable Reading, Enable SPOT & Margin Trading” , 

and “Enable Futures”

 Now Select the IP Restrictions as per your 

convenience, copy the API and secret Key & paste it in 

UnTrade App to finish the Binding.

Start binding

9:41

Trade
Binance Balance (USDT)

450.56 USDT
= $450.56

Spot
$77.26
60%

Future (USD-M)
$300.36
20%

Future (Coin-M)
$200.36
20%

UnTrade P&L Analysis

Total Value (USDT)

12,000.00 USDT ($2,598.55)

Today’s PNL

8.9%
$865.89

7D PNL

37.9%
$ 4165.89

30D PNL

$8565.89
66.9%

Delta (USDT)

We do not charge any commission until your delta is equal to zero.

12,410.00 USDT

Spot Future
USD@-M

Future
(Coin-M)

Open Position (12) Open Order(4) Order History

Entry Price

Realized PNL (USDT)

Opened


Closed

Total amount

Bot Commission Fee

101.26659

101.26659

2023-09-20 17:59:15


2023-09-20 17:59:15

Buy

Avg. /Price
0.00356

Realized PNL (USDT)
0.00356

12.65

6.65 USDT 0.89 USDT

BTC/USDT Perpetual

Entry Price

Realized PNL (USDT)

Opened


Closed

Total amount

Bot Commission Fee

101.26659

101.26659

2023-09-20 17:59:15


2023-09-20 17:59:15

Sell

Avg. /Price
0.00356

Realized PNL (USDT)
0.00356

12.65

6.65 USDT 0.89 USDT

BTC/USDT Perpetual
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 Seamless Integration with Major Exchanges: UnTrade seamlessly 

integrates with leading cryptocurrency exchanges like CEXs, allowing 

you to trade across multiple platforms effortlessly. Benefit from the 

liquidity and diverse trading options offered by reputable exchanges, all 
from within the UnTrade ecosystem

 Risk Management Made Easy: Let our advanced algorithms and 

experienced traders handle the risks while you focus on maximizing 

profits. With UnTrade, effortlessly protect your investments with automatic 

stop-loss orders, trailing stops, and expert portfolio optimization. 
Experience peace of mind as your trading journey becomes safer, 

smarter, and more rewarding. UnTrade Reacts fast to counter crypto 

price volatility, being able to take profit-oriented risk is the lifeblood of 

crypto market success. UnTrade trading bot allow you to set up 

parameters or orders for your trades. It responds fast to the movement 
and trajectory of prices in the crypto market.

Platform Overview of UnTrade
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 Loss Recovery with Delta: Delta is a unique feature offered by UnTrade. It 

acts as a mechanism to recover losses incurred during trades. When a 

user experiences a loss in a trade done by UnTrade, the delta feature 

comes into play. The delta amount is equal to the loss incurred, and 

from that point onwards, UnTrade does not charge any profit 

commission until the delta amount is reduced to zero. This ensures that 

the UnTrade bot is responsible and focuses on earning profits only when 

the user is making profits, providing an added layer of risk management 

and potential for recovering losses

 Transparent Performance Tracking and Analytics: UnTrade believes in 

complete transparency. You can access real-time analytics, 

performance reports, and trade histories within the platform. This 

transparency empowers you to make informed decisions based on 

accurate data, track your progress, and assess the performance of your 

trading activities. UnTrade provides detailed performance tracking and 

analytics, allowing you to monitor the success of your trades. Gain 

insights into your trading strategies, identify areas for improvement, and 

optimize your trading approach based on real-time data

 Referral program: UnTrade rewards you for spreading the word about 

our platform. By referring new users through your unique referral link or 

invitation code, you can earn commissions and bonuses based on their 

trading profits. It's an excellent opportunity to generate additional 

income while expanding our community.

Platform Overview of UnTrade
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 Real-Time Market Analysis: Stay ahead of the curve with UnTrade's 

real-time market analysis. Access up-to-date information, track market 

trends, and make informed trading decisions based on accurate and 

timely data

 User-Friendly Interface: UnTrade boasts a user-friendly interface that 

seamlessly blends simplicity with intuitive design, ensuring 

straightforward navigation and accessibility for all users, from novices to 

seasoned traders. The platform emphasizes clear navigation, providing 

easy access to various trading features and functionalities. It also 

underscores a secure and transparent trading environment, offering 

transparent analytics and real-time performance tracking to aid 

informed decision-making.

 Dedicated Customer Support: With UnTrade, you're never alone. Benefit 

from dedicated customer support, ready to assist you with any queries 

or technical issues. Our knowledgeable team is committed to ensuring 

your trading journey is smooth and successful

 Continuous Development and Updates: UnTrade is committed to 

continuous improvement and innovation. Expect regular updates and 

new features as we strive to stay at the forefront of the cryptocurrency 

trading industry, providing you with the best trading experience possible.



UnTrade empowers you to unlock the full potential of cryptocurrency 

trading. Automate your trades, leverage advanced algorithms, and make 

informed decisions with confidence. Join the UnTrade revolution and take 

control of your cryptocurrency portfolio like never before.


Platform Overview of UnTrade
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Manual Trading Capabilities

 Traders have the flexibility to execute trades manually, giving them 

direct control over their trading decisions and allowing them to 

leverage their expertise in real-time market scenarios.



No-Code AI based Algo Creation

 A revolutionary feature that empowers traders to design and implement 

algorithmic trading strategies without the need for intricate coding. By 

just using simple prompts, traders can create these algorithmic 

strategies. This user-friendly approach democratizes algo trading, 

making it accessible to traders of all technical proficiencies.



Advanced Backtesting Tools

 Before deploying a strategy in the live market, traders can test its 

effectiveness against historical data. This ensures that the strategy is 

robust, viable, and has the potential to be profitable in real-world 

conditions.



Frontrunning with Personal Exchange API

 Traders can connect their exchange API to the UnTrade platform, 

allowing them to front run their strategies. This ensures that they can 

capitalize on market opportunities faster and more efficiently.

Features for the 
Trader Side of 

UnTrade
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Performance-Based Listing on Investor Side
 Traders, upon achieving a specified performance metric, which could be 

determined by a maximum Profit and Loss Percentage (PnL%) and 
adhering to a minimum drawdown, gain access to the investor side app 
of UnTrade. Here, they can showcase their strategies to prominent 
investors who, recognizing the demonstrated proficiency in trading, may 
opt to invest alongside these adept traders. This not only amplifies the 
trader’s profits but also broadens their visibility and influence within a 
discerning investment community. This mechanism ensures that only 
traders who demonstrate a balanced approach between risk and 
reward, substantiated by their PnL% and minimized drawdown, are 
highlighted to potential investors, safeguarding investment and 
promoting prudent trading practices.

Features for the Trader Side of UnTrade
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Create Call Today’s Date: Nov 21, 2022

BTC/USDT +2.00% 29,526.00

Spot Future
(USD@-M)

Future
(CoinM)

SellBuy

Limit Market Stop Limit Trailing Stop OCO

29,526.00
Qty

25% 75%50% 100%

Add

Avbl

Est. fee

17.565656 USDT


0.0000.212 ETh

Set targets
Set sell strategy

426.65 Enter % for T1

Add

Set stoploss
Candle close stoploss

Enter stoploss Hard stoploss T

Save Draft
Publish

Published Draft Create
Bill Jackson

JARVIS script tester

Run Backtest

Home
AI Bots

Traffic
Assets

Profile

9:41

AI BOT

Buy $280 of Dogecoin when 
@elonmusk tweets about DOGE.

9:41

Home AI Bots Traffic Assets Profile

Buy $500 Bitcoin if a Golden Cross 
is created.

AI BOT

Perfect! I will Buy $500 Bitcoin if a Golden Cross is 
created.

AI BOT

Perfect! I will Buy $280 $doge if @elonmusk tweets 
about DOGE.

Free Research Preview. ChatGPT may produce inaccurate information about people, places, or facts. ChatGPT May 12 Version
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Choose Your Own Commissions

 Traders on UnTrade are empowered with the flexibility to set their own 

commission charges on profits they generate, once they qualify to be 

listed on the investor side of the app, with a maximum cap set at 30%. 

This unique feature not only provides traders with autonomy over their 

earning potential but also fosters a competitive environment within the 

platform, encouraging traders to optimize and competitively price their 

commission rates, thereby benefiting the investors and maintaining a 

balanced and attractive commission structure across the platform.



Portfolio Management for Multiple Investors

 As traders gain prominence and trust on the platform, they have the 

opportunity to manage portfolios for multiple investors. This multi-

portfolio management feature allows traders to diversify their strategies 

and cater to the varied needs of different investors.



Continuous Learning and Strategy Refinement

 The platform provides feedback mechanisms and performance analytics, 

enabling traders to continuously refine their strategies, learn from past 

trades, and enhance their trading methodologies.



Secure and Seamless API Integration

 Traders can securely integrate their exchange APIs, ensuring that their 

trading activities on UnTrade are seamlessly synchronized with their 

exchange accounts. This provides a unified trading experience and 

ensures that all trades are executed promptly.



In essence, the trader side of the UnTrade app is a comprehensive suite of 

tools and features designed to empower traders. Whether trading, 

designing algorithms or managing portfolios, UnTrade provides tools for 

crypto success.






Features for the Trader Side of UnTrade
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Unique Selling 
Propositions (USPs)
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Advanced AI-Driven Trading
 An avant-garde algorithmic trading bot specifically tailored for seamless 

integration with CEXs, guaranteeing users an edge in trading 
functionalities.



Utmost Fund Security
 With funds securely housed in the user's CEXs account, we ensure top-tier 

security and serenity. Our trade-only privileges affirm that UnTrade strictly 
possesses permissions to orchestrate trades, retaining complete fund 
sovereignty for users.
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Unique Selling Propositions (USPs)
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Customizable Trading Framework
 Our user-first model grants investors the liberty 

to customize trading parameters. Independent 
of profound trading know-how, users can 
regulate how the bot maneuvers, ensuring trades 
resonate with the user’s risk appetite.



Intuitive Trader-Centric Application
 Our upcoming app aims to demystify algorithmic 

trading. Traders furnish their parameters in 
straightforward language, allowing the system 
to craft a personalized algorithm. Tools like 
backtesting and frontrunning bolster user 
confidence, promoting unparalleled 
transparency and trust.



Empowerment for All Traders
 UnTrade bridges the chasm between 

sophisticated trading tech and the average 
trader, democratizing algorithmic trading 
solutions for all and sundry.



Streamlined Algo Creation & Testing
 We empower traders to metamorphose simple 

trading dictates into potent algorithms. These 
can be rigorously backtested and frontrun, 
ensuring users always trade using optimized 
strategies.
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Register & Download:

 download the user-friendly app from Google Play Store or Apple Store 

and Sign up for an account on UnTrade. It's designed to be user-friendly 

and accessible for everyone.



Activation & Commission:

 UnTrade implements a one-time activation fee of $150, followed by a 

profit commission applied after a delta deduction of the same amount. 

Profit commissions vary, being strategy-specific to cater to diverse 

trading approaches and outcomes. This structure ensures a 

straightforward and transparent fee and commission system for all users.



Connect with Exchanges:

 To start trading, connect your UnTrade app with your crypto exchange 

account. This integration allows UnTrade to access the necessary data for 

automated trading. Link your UnTrade app with your crypto exchange 

account by entering your API keys securely.

How UnTrade Works
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Capital Control:

 Rest assured; your trading capital remains securely in your CEXs 

account. UnTrade has only trading permissions rights to trade funds 

from your SPOT and Future wallet, granting you full control over your 

money.



Trade Size Customization:

 Set your trade sizes according to your capital. Choose between fixed or 

percentage amounts to tailor your trading preferences and UnTrade 

adapts to your preferences.



Start Earning profits:

 now you can follow or unfollow the bot as per your choice. Sit back and 

watch Let UnTrade's automated trading algorithms analyze market 

signals and execute trades on your behalf, maximizing your potential 

profits.



Real-time Notifications

 Stay informed with real-time notifications about different trading 

scenarios. Whether it's market trends, trade executions, or profit 

milestones, UnTrade keeps you updated every step of the way.



Loss Recovery “Delta” Feature:

 UnTrade offers a unique Delta feature to recover any incurred losses by 

its trades. UnTrade won't charge profit commission until losses are fully 

recovered. 

How UnTrade Works
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User-Friendly Interface:

 Enjoy a seamless and intuitive trading experience with UnTrade's user-

friendly app interface.



Profit Maximization:

 as UnTrade's advanced algorithms analyze market signals and execute 

trades on your behalf. Experience the power of automated trading, 

designed to maximize your potential profits, simplifying your crypto 

trading journey and helping you achieve your financial goals.

How UnTrade Works
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How UnTrade Works
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How UnTrade Works
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How UnTrade Works - Register, pay $150 
activation fee, connect your exchange 

account, set custom trade sizes, let 
algorithms trade for profits while receiving 

notifications, losses offset first by "Delta" 
feature, seamless experience for profit 

maximization.


"
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1. Introduction:


UnTrade is a cutting-edge platform that aims to revolutionize the world of 

algorithmic trading by making it accessible, intuitive, and rewarding for both 

traders and investors.



2. Objectives

 Democratize access to advanced trading strategies, ensuring that even 

traders without coding knowledge can benefit from algorithmic trading

 Establish a robust platform where traders can showcase their strategies 

and investors can capitalize on them
 Achieve consistent growth in user base and trading volume on the 

platform.


Business Plan for 
UnTrade
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3. Target Audience

 Investor: An individual or entity that allocates capital on the user side 

UnTrade app through Exchange APIs with the expectation of receiving 

financial returns

 Trader: A trader on the UnTrade platform is an individual or entity that 

engages in manually executing trades, creating analytics and, upon 

achieving a certain performance threshold, getting listed on the 

investor side of the app to manage multiple portfolios.

 Quant Traders on UnTrade utilize the platform's no-code AI, to develop 

and deploy algorithmic trading strategies without coding expertise. They 

apply mathematical models to identify trading opportunities, manage 

risks, and can showcase their strategies to investors on the platform 

upon meeting specific performance criteria. 




4. Revenue Model

 Activation Fees: UnTrade implements a one-time activation fee of 

$150, followed by a profit commission applied after a delta deduction 

of the same amount

 Commission on Trades: UnTrade takes a commission from the 

earnings that traders make when investors follow their strategies. This 

commission is a percentage of the traders' profit commissions, 

ranging from 5% to 30%, and is only applied when trades are 

profitable.



Business Plan for UnTrade
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 Portfolio management Commission: UnTrade introduces a meticulous 

Portfolio Management Commission model, designed to seamlessly 

integrate investors with our expertly developed in-house trading 

strategies while ensuring a transparent and mutually beneficial 

financial framework. Investors, by synchronizing with our strategies, 

entrust their portfolios to be managed by high-performing, expert-

developed trading algorithms, thereby enjoying a hassle-free and 

intelligent trading experience. The commission, calculated as 30% of 

profits, aligns UnTrade’s financial success directly with that of the 

investor, ensuring our strategies are perpetually optimized for peak 

performance

 Commission from Exchanges: UnTrade leverages its partnership with 

exchanges to receive benefits through an API broker program. This 

program rewards the platform with a share of the trading fees, 

starting at 40% for spot trades and 30% for futures. These 

percentages represent a portion of the fees that exchanges collect 

from trades executed via UnTrade's API integration. As trading 

volumes increase, the platform may qualify for higher tiers, further 

boosting its commission earnings. The commissions are paid out in 

the same form of token that the exchanges use, seamlessly 

integrating into UnTrade's token-based economy. This strategic 

revenue stream not only augments UnTrade's earnings but also 

underscores the symbiotic relationship between the platform and 

exchanges, fostering a mutually beneficial ecosystem for growth and 

profitability.



5. Marketing and Outreach

 Affiliate Partnerships: Collaborate with trading communities, forums, 

and influencers to enhance visibility.
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 Educational Webinars: Organize webinars and training sessions to 

educate potential users about algorithmic trading and the platform's 

advantages

 Social Media Campaigns: Leverage platforms like Twitter, LinkedIn, and 

Instagram to run targeted ad campaigns.


6. Operations and Infrastructure

 The platform is built with advanced tech stacks, ensuring seamless 

performance and utmost security

 Frontend: Next.js for a responsive and interactive web interface

 App: React Native for cross-platform mobile application development

 Backend: A blend of Python for strategy creation and NodeJs for API 

gateway and internal servers.



7. Future Growth and Expansion

 Cross-Platform Integration: Extend platform capabilities to integrate 

with other major exchanges, further expanding user reach

 Additional Tools and Features: Continuous development to introduce 

more tools, like a more extensive range of pre-built strategies and 

advanced analytics

 Global Reach: Localized marketing campaigns to target potential 

users from various regions and demographics.
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Achievements and Milestones: UnTrade's Journey Since Q1 2022



Since embarking on our journey with UnTrade in Q1 2022, we have realized 
significant advancements, marking crucial milestones in the development 
and refinement of our platform:



MVP Construction (60% of Vision): 

Successfully built a robust Minimum Viable Product (MVP) that embodies 
our technical expertise and unwavering commitment to our vision.
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Q1

2022
 Project Researc
 market Depth Evaluation

2022
 Risk Management Researc
 Multi Custodian Wallet data 

flow

Q3 Q2

2024
 Trader Specific App Launc
 Enhanced tailored 

functionalities & experience

Q4

2024
 No-Code AI + Algo 

Strategy Builder Platform 
Launc

 Back testing and Front run 
Capabilitie

 Top performing traders 
visibility across platform

2023

 Induction of safety Tools & 
Mechanism for funds 
safety

 Made First Many-to-many 
PMS in Future Market 
service.

Q2
Q3

2024
 Cross - and multi 

Exchange Integration

2024
 On board  first 400 users 

Focusing on community 
building and early-stage 
user feedback

Q1

2023

 Added Spot & Coin-M in 
market options for trading

 Introduced Delta Feature 
for loss recovery.

Q3

2023

 First Manual Trading 
Engine for 1-To-1, 1-To-
many portfolio 
management Service

 Onboarded Binance as 
Exchange Partner.

Q1

2023

 Investor Side App Launc
 Release of AI+ Algorithmic 

Trading strategies

2023

 Investor Side App Launc
 Release of AI+ Algorithmic 

Trading strategies

2023

 Investor Side App Launc
 Release of AI+ Algorithmic 

Trading strategies

Q4

WE ARE


HERE!



Trading Engine Development: 

Developed a sophisticated trading engine that supports various trading 
modalities, including one-to-one, one-to-many, and many-to-many 
interactions, initially focusing on futures trading and subsequently 
integrating spot and coin-m trading.



User/Investor Application Development: 

Created a user-centric application for our investors and users, featuring
 Real-time Sync Engine: Ensures accurate and immediate data 

representation
 API-based Solution: Facilitates seamless trading across various 

platforms
 In-App Wallet: Streamlines transactions through seamless commission 

deductions
 Multiple Trade Strategies: Offers users a range of algorithm-based 

trading strategies
 End-to-End User Functionalities: From streamlined login/signup to an 

integrated referral system.



In-App Wallet: A Central Hub for All Transactions

The In-App Wallet at UnTrade simplifies all financial interactions on the 
platform, acting as a centralized crypto wallet where users can deposit and 
withdraw USDT or UnTrade tokens. This wallet facilitates
 Activation Payments: Users can effortlessly make payments for 

activation using the funds in the wallet
 Referral incentives: It serves as a repository for receiving and holding 

Referral incentives.
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 Commission Payments: Profits generated by trades through UnTrade 

can have their commissions conveniently paid from this wallet

 Holding UnTrade Tokens: Users can hold UnTrade tokens as per referral 

slabs to avail Referral incentives.



In essence, the In-App Wallet is integral to UnTrade, streamlining 

transactions, ensuring smooth financial management, and safeguarding 

users against potential low-balance trading risks, thereby encapsulating all 

financial transactions and interactions within the UnTrade app.



In-House Algo Strategies: 


Developed in-house algorithmic strategies, generating alpha in both 

cryptocurrency and traditional markets, showcasing our expertise and 

enhancing our credibility in the trading domain.



No-Code AI based Algo Creation Platform: 


Initiated the development of a No-Code AI prompt-based strategy 

generator, designed to empower users to create trading algorithms, 

backtest them, and anticipate market movements. Currently, with six major 

libraries and over 250+ indicators integrated, our focus is on the training 
phase of the prompt.



These milestones reflect our steadfast commitment to excellence and our 

ambition to deliver an unparalleled trading experience. Our journey is 

ongoing, with each step forward aimed at enhancing our offerings, aligning 
with industry advancements, and surpassing user expectations. This 

foundation sets the stage for the forthcoming developments outlined in 

our project roadmap.
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Q4 2023: AI-Driven MVP, Strategy Evolution & Seed Fundrais

 Investor Side App Launch

 Introduction of the MVP for the investor-side application, marking the 

foundational step in our journey
 Alpha Release

 Integration of AI + Algorithmic trading strategies, setting the tone for 

our platform's innovative approach

 Fundraising



Q1 2024: Early User Growth and Community Buildin
 User Acquisition Drive

 Aim to onboard the first 10,000 users, focusing on community building 

and early-stage user feedback.



Q2 2024: Empowering the Trader
 Trader-Specific App Rollout

 Launch of the dedicated app for traders, enhancing their experience 

and providing tailored functionalities.



Q3 2024: Exchange Diversificatio
 Cross-Exchange Integration

 Expansion to incorporate other significant exchanges, widening our 

scope and increasing the versatility of our platform.
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Q4 2024: Revolutionizing Algo Tradin

 No-Code AI + Algo Strategy Builder Platform

 A paradigm shift in algorithmic trading, enabling traders to effortlessly 

design strategies using a prompt-based system
 Backtest and Frontrun Capabilities

 Equip traders with tools to rigorously test their strategies, ensuring 

transparency, trust, and optimization

 Exposure on Investor App

 Showcase top-performing and innovative traders on the investor-side 

application, fostering a sense of community and healthy competition.
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Given the uniqueness of the UnTrade platform and its dual value 
proposition to both investors and traders, our marketing strategy is 
designed to cater to both B2B and B2C segments. Here's an outline of our 
approach:



1. Key Marketing Channels:

Digital Channels
 Social Media: Using platforms like LinkedIn for B2B outreach and Twitter, 

Instagram, and Facebook for B2C engagement. These platforms will host 
content that educates audiences about algo-trading, its benefits, and 
how UnTrade revolutionizes the space

 Search Engine Optimization (SEO): Creating and optimizing content 
around trading strategies, algorithmic trading, and financial investment 
to pull organic traffic

 Pay-Per-Click (PPC) Advertising: Leveraging Google Ads and social 
media paid campaigns targeting keywords related to trading, 
investments, and algorithmic strategies

 Content Marketing: Regular blogs, webinars, and video content 
explaining the intricacies of algo-trading, its advantages, user 
testimonials, and tutorials on how to make the best of UnTrade.
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Traditional Channels

 Networking at B2B Events: Participating in trading and tech conferences 

to showcase our platform to other businesses, potential partners, and 

investors

 Press Releases: Engaging with financial and tech media outlets to 

highlight major milestones, partnerships, or new features of UnTrade.



Affiliate & Partnership Programs

 Collaborating with trading influencers, financial bloggers, and YouTubers 

to review and promote our platform.



2. Target Audience Segments:



B2C Segment

 Novice Traders: Any person, or persons looking to venture into trading 

but are deterred by its complexities

 Experienced Traders: Those who understand trading but want to 

leverage algorithmic strategies to optimize their returns

 Casual Investors: Any person, or persons who don't trade actively but are 

looking for a platform to invest in and grow their capital.



B2B Segment

 Trading Institutions: Entities that might be interested in algorithmic 

trading solutions for their clients or to optimize their own trading

 Financial Advisors & Firms: These professionals can integrate UnTrade 

into their offerings, adding value for their clients
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 Tech Companies: Firms in the fintech space or those looking to add 
financial products to their suite might be interested in partnering with or 
leveraging UnTrade

 Crypto Exchanges



With these marketing strategies, we aim to establish UnTrade as a premier 
platform for both traders and investors, offering them unparalleled value 
and cutting-edge algorithmic trading capabilities.



3. Untrade.io (Marketing Strategy)

 Channel
 KPIs & Pla
 Stage of implementation



Twitter:



https://twitter.com/untrade_io

Specific Actions:

Post 3 times per day, covering a mix of content types.

Engage with trending crypto topics.

Collaborate with KOLs in the crypto and DeFi space. 


Timeline:

Monthly content calendar planning.

Ongoing KOL research. 


KPIs:

Increase followers by 30% per month.

Achieve a 10% growth in engagement rate.
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https://twitter.com/untrade_io


Preliminary Plan: 


Collaborate with 2 KOLs per month, measuring their impact on followers and 
engagement.

Launch monthly DeFi pool promotions and track participation.



Instagram:



https://www.instagram.com/untrade.io/



Specific Actions:

Post daily: 3 memes, 2 problem-solving solutions, and 1 live trading session.

Analyze competitors' posts for insights.



Timeline:

Weekly content planning.

Bi-weekly competitive analysis.



KPIs:

Increase followers by 40% per month.

Achieve a 15% growth in engagement rate.



Preliminary Plan:



A/B test different content formats and analyze which resonates best with 
the audience.

Implement influencer partnerships for shoutouts.
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LinkedIn Strategy



Regularly share industry insights, company updates, leadership articles etc.

Engage with relevant groups and discussions within the crypto and 
trading space.



KPIs

Increase 20% followers

Achieve 10% growth in engagement rate



Email Marketing Strategy



Campaign development for users who sign up but haven’t engaged

Redirection of newsletter subscription option to the website.



KPIs

Attain a 15% open rate and a 5% click-through rate



TradingView: 

https://in.tradingview.com/u/Un_trade/



Specific Actions:

Publish 5 new chart ideas per week.

Collaborate with one TradingView KOL per month.

Create a "$1000-$10,000 dollar chart series" as a weekly series.



Timeline:

Weekly chart idea creation.

Monthly KOL collaboration outreach.
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LinkedIn Strategy



Regularly share industry insights, company updates, leadership articles etc.

Engage with relevant groups and discussions within the crypto and 
trading space.



KPIs

Increase 20% followers

Achieve 10% growth in engagement rate



Email Marketing Strategy



Campaign development for users who sign up but haven’t engaged

Redirection of newsletter subscription option to the website.



KPIs

Attain a 15% open rate and a 5% click-through rate



TradingView: 

https://in.tradingview.com/u/Un_trade/



Specific Actions:

Publish 5 new chart ideas per week.

Collaborate with one TradingView KOL per month.

Create a "$1000-$10,000 dollar chart series" as a weekly series.



Timeline:

Weekly chart idea creation.

Monthly KOL collaboration outreach.
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Telegram:



Specific Actions:



Idea of a Trading Social Community

Daily sharing of chart ideas and market overviews.

Actively participate in discussions.



Timeline:

Daily engagement and moderation.

New Channels and Initiatives: Highest PnL Sharing Incentives (Ref 
Campaigns)



KPIs:

Increase community members by 20% per month.

Facilitate at least 5 chart idea discussions daily.



Preliminary Plan:



Encourage active participation by rewarding engaged members.

Consider hosting weekly "Ask Me Anything" (AMA) sessions with the team.



Leverage Trading Communities:



Specific Actions:

Establish partnerships with 2 trading communities in Q1.

Create dedicated pools and tournaments for these communities in Q2.

Allocate a budget for token incentives during the TGE for KOLs in these 
communities.
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Timeline:



Q1: Partnership negotiations.

Q2: Tournament and pool setup.



KPIs:

Secure partnerships with 2 trading communities by the end of Q1.

Achieve a 50% increase in user participation in trader tournaments.



Preliminary Plan:



Monitor the impact of trading community partnerships on user acquisition.

Evaluate the success of trader tournaments in terms of engagement and 
retention.



Stars Arena Platform & YouTube:



https://www.youtube.com/@Untradebot



Specific Actions:

Publish one YouTube video per week, featuring trading tutorials and guest 
speakers sharing their trading journey. 
Feature top traders from untrade.io on the Stars Arena platform bi-monthly.



Timeline:

Weekly YouTube content creation.

Bi-monthly Stars Arena features.
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KPIs:



Achieve 1000 YouTube subscribers by the end of six months.


Ensure each Stars Arena feature receives at least 2,000 views.



Preliminary Plan:


Collaborate with diverse guest speakers to appeal to a wide audience.


Promote Stars Arena features through all existing channels for maximum 

visibility.



Ambassador Program:



Specific Actions:


Recruit 10 ambassadors per month.


Provide ambassadors with token incentives, swags, and exclusive content.


Encourage ambassadors to initiate their referral programs.



Timeline:


TGE launch for ambassador recruitment.


Ongoing engagement with ambassadors.



KPIs:


Recruit a minimum of 60 ambassadors by the end of six months.


Measure the success of referral programs initiated by ambassadors.



Preliminary Plan:


Create a tiered incentive structure for ambassadors based on their 

performance & in accordance with referral structure.


Provide regular training and resources to ambassadors for effective 

promotion.
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4. Implementation Plan



Stage 1: Month 1 - Establish Foundations and Research



Week 1-2: Research and Analysis



Conduct a competitive analysis of top competitors in the crypto trading 

space.


Identify target audience segments and their preferences.



Week 3-4: Content Strategy and Calendar



Develop a content strategy that aligns with the target audience's interests.


Create a content calendar for Twitter, Instagram, and TradingView for the 

next three months.



Achieved Stage 1:



Competitive analysis completed.


Target audience segments identified.


Calendar for the first three months Pending



Stage 2: Months 2-3 - Content Optimization and Engagement



Week 5-6: Twitter Enhancements



Begin posting content as per the content calendar.


Initiate collaborations with one KOL for Twitter promotion.


Monitor and adjust content based on engagement metrics.
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Week 7-8: Instagram Growth



Increase daily Instagram posts to build a consistent presence.

Implement influencer partnerships for shoutouts.

Analyze the impact of new content formats.



Week 9-12: TradingView Expansion



Continue publishing chart ideas and initiate "$1000-$10,000 dollar chart 
series."

Collaborate with a TradingView KOL for chart sharing.

Track the effectiveness of the chart series.



Achieved Stage 2:



Twitter engagement and follower growth observed, has to be revamped & 
Amped up

Instagram posts increased, and influencer partnerships Pending.

TradingView content expanded with a successful chart series.(Pending)



Stage 3: Months 4-5 - Community Building and Partnerships



Month 4: Trading Community Partnerships



Secure partnerships with two trading communities.

Prepare for trader tournaments and dedicated pools.

Allocate budget for token incentives during TGE for KOLs in these 
communities.
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Month 5: Ambassador Program Launch



Launch the ambassador program during the TGE.

Recruit 10 ambassadors during this month.

Provide ambassadors with initial training and resources.



Achieved Stage 3:



Partnerships with two trading communities successfully Pending.

The ambassador program Pending



Stage 4: Month 6 - Scaling and Evaluation



Month 6: YouTube and Stars Arena



Achieve 1000 YouTube subscribers by publishing weekly content.

Feature top traders from untrade.io on Stars Arena.

Promote Stars Arena features through existing channels. 



5. Implementation Plan Blogging & SEO (To be activated parallelly)



Stage 1: Months 1-2 - Research and On-site Blog Planning



Month 1: Research and Keyword Strategy



Week 1-2: Conduct keyword research to identify valuable cryptocurrency 
trading, AI algo trading and CeFi-related, portfolio management, copy 
trading related keywords.

Week 3-4: Develop an on-site blog content strategy based on keyword 
findings.
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Month 2: On-site Blog Creation



Week 1-2: Begin writing and publishing the first three SEO-optimized blog 
posts on the untrade.io website.

Week 3-4: Ensure each blog post is structured for SEO, featuring optimized 
titles, headings, and meta descriptions.



Achieved Stage 1:



Keyword research completed.

On-site blog content strategy developed and initial posts published. 
(https://untrade.io/blogs)



Stage 2: Months 3-4 - On-site Blog Scaling and Off-site SEO



Month 3: On-site Blog Expansion



Week 1-2: Publish three additional SEO-optimized blog posts on the website.

Week 3-4: Promote blog content through social media channels to drive 
initial traffic.



Month 4: Off-site SEO and Guest Blogging



Week 1-2: Identify reputable cryptocurrency and finance websites for guest 
blogging opportunities.

Week 3-4: Create and publish two high-quality guest blog posts on external 
sites with backlinks to untrade.io.

Monitor off-site SEO performance.
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Achieved Stage 2:



On-site blog content expanded.


Off-site guest blogging initiated to enhance SEO and backlink profile.



Stage 3: Months 5-6 - Blog Optimization and Evaluation



Month 5: Blog SEO Audit and Optimization



Week 1-2: Conduct a comprehensive SEO audit of the website and blog 

content.


Week 3-4: Implement recommended optimizations, including image 

optimizations, internal linking, and schema markup, to improve search 

engine rankings.



Month 6: Performance Evaluation and Strategy Refinement



Week 1-2: Analyze the growth in organic search traffic and rankings for 

target keywords.


Week 3-4: Adjust the on-site blog content strategy based on performance 

data and user engagement metrics.



Achieved Stage 3:



SEO audit completed Pending, and on-site optimizations implemented.


Blog content strategy tuning pending
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1. Mudrex:



Overview: Mudrex focuses on crypto investments, offering indexes and a 

vault feature promising fixed annual returns.



Strengths

 Provides indexes in cryptocurrency, making it simpler for users to 

diversify investments

 A clear value proposition with fixed annual returns of 10% via their vault 

feature, which can be appealing to certain investors.



Weaknesses

 Lack of flexibility and transparency in showcasing real-time, month-on-

month growth. This might deter sophisticated investors who seek 

comprehensive insights

 Solely reliant on a passive investment strategy through their indexes and 

vault feature, which might not cater to active traders or those seeking 

dynamic strategies.
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2. Vestinda:



Overview: A platform focused on traders, Vestinda offers tools and solutions 

that allow them to create and test their algorithmic trading strategies.



Strengths

 Empowers traders with the ability to create and test their strategies, 

giving them more control

 A niche approach, which means they have a specialized offering for a 

certain segment of the market.



Weaknesses

 Exclusively trader-centric, potentially neglecting the investor segment of 

the market

 Lacks a dual platform approach which could bridge the gap between 

traders and investors.




Differentiators for UnTrade

 Transparency: UnTrade places a heavy emphasis on clear and 

transparent results, showcasing month-on-month growth. This can 

provide more trust and assurance to users

 Active Strategy Engagement: Unlike Mudrex's primary focus on passive 

strategies, UnTrade allows users to be more involved, choosing from a 

range of active trading strategies and tailoring them to their needs.
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Differentiators for UnTrade

 Dual Value Proposition: UnTrade is not only a platform for traders but also 

an avenue for investors. By offering pre-built algos, we cater to investors 

who may not want to indulge in trading or craft strategies but seek to 

benefit from them

 Community-driven Platform: Beyond in-house algorithms, UnTrade 

empowers traders to build, test, and showcase their strategies. This 

fosters innovation and presents a wide array of choices for investors.



In essence, while both Mudrex and Vestinda offer specialized services in the 

trading and investment domain, UnTrade's broader and integrated 

approach positions it as a unique and holistic solution in the market, 

bridging gaps that currently exist.
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Quarterly Reports:

 Distribute detailed quarterly reports, updating investors on the progress 

of UnTrade. These would contain

 Achievements vis-a-vis the roadmap

 Financial summaries showcasing revenue growth, expenses, and 

projected financial health

 Updates on the development front, like additions to the platform or 

enhancements in the AI-driven strategies

 Metrics about user growth, trading volume, and other key performance 

indicators

 Insights on the market landscape, opportunities, and challenges 

foreseen.
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Exclusive Investor Webinars: 

Organize bi-monthly webinars or "Ask Me Anything" (AMA) sessions where 
key members of the UnTrade team answer queries, discuss new 
developments, and shed light on the platform's direction. This fosters a 
transparent relationship and builds trust.



Milestone Celebrations:  
Whenever UnTrade achieves significant milestones, be it in terms of user 
acquisition, technology development, or partnerships, communicate them 
immediately to the investors with a detailed breakdown, emphasizing the 
positive impact on the platform's future.



Dedicated Communication Channel:  
Establish a direct communication line where investors can get real-time 
updates, access exclusive content, financial data, and interact with the 
UnTrade team. This channel would act as a one-stop hub for all investor-
related information, ensuring prompt and effective communication.



Feedback Loop:  
Regularly solicit feedback from investors on the platform's progress and 
any specific areas they'd like more information on. This not only keeps 
them engaged but can also provide valuable insights.



Annual Investor Meetup:  
An annual physical or virtual meeting to deep dive into the year's 
achievements, challenges faced, lessons learned, and what lies ahead. 
This also allows for face-to-face interactions, fostering stronger 
relationships.
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Investor Relation Strategy for UnTrade
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Highlight to Potential Investors

 The versatility of UnTrade in bridging the gap between professional 

trading strategies and everyday traders

 Continuous growth in user acquisition, emphasizing the B2C and B2B 

approaches

 The innovation behind offering a platform for both investors and traders, 

providing a win-win for all parties involved

 Emphasize on transparency, showcasing month-on-month growth, 

allowing investors to have a clear picture of progress.



Given the dynamic nature of the market and the trading platform, the 

strategy would remain adaptive, ensuring that investor relations are always 

at the forefront of the company's initiatives.


The investor relations strategy ensures 
transparency through quarterly reports on 

progress, finances and technology updates. It 
fosters relationships via exclusive webinars 

and celebrations of milestones, while 
facilitating ongoing engagement through 
dedicated communication channels and 

annual meetups.


"

"
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B2C Segment:



a. Novice Trader

 Any Person, or Persons looking to start their trading journey but are 

overwhelmed by the complexities of the trading world

 Those seeking guidance on profitable trading strategies without 

spending countless hours researching or taking high-risk gambles.



b. Experienced Traders

 Traders who are well-versed with the market but lack the time or 

resources to constantly monitor and adjust their strategies

 Those who are keen on automating their trading to maximize profits and 

minimize manual intervention.
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c. Financial Enthusiasts

 Any Person, or Persons passionate about the crypto market and are on 

the lookout for innovative tools to enhance their trading experience

 Those intrigued by algorithmic trading but deterred by the coding 

challenges and are hence, drawn to code-free solutions.



d. Casual Investors

 People seeking a secondary source of income and view trading as a 

viable option

 Those inclined towards data-driven and AI-backed strategies rather 

than speculative or gut-feeling based trades.



2. Demographic Data

 Age Group: 25-45 years old. This group is most likely to be tech-savvy, 

familiar with the crypto space, and possesses disposable income to 

invest

 Gender: Both males and females, with a slightly higher male 

demographic given the current trends in the crypto trading world

 Education: Recent college graduates, especially those with backgrounds 

in finance, business, IT, or related fields

 Occupation: Professionals in corporate roles, self-employed,, or those in 

the tech industry are likely to be attracted to algorithmic trading 

solutions

 Geography: While the platform can cater to a global audience, initial 

focus might be on regions with higher crypto adoption rates and 

favorable regulatory climates.
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B2B Segment:



a. Trading Institutions

 Established trading entities looking to diversify their strategy portfolio or 

improve their trading efficiency

 Organizations seeking innovative, AI-driven solutions to enhance returns 

and streamline operations.



b. Financial Advisors & Firms

 Professionals who aim to provide cutting-edge solutions to their clients 

for trading and investment purposes

 Entities that see value in integrating algorithmic trading solutions to 

differentiate their service offerings and achieve better client outcomes.



3. Behavioral Data

 Tech-Savviness: who are comfortable navigating modern tech platforms 

and have a basic understanding of cryptocurrencies

 Risk Appetite: Moderate to high. Since trading inherently carries risks, the 

platform will appeal to those who are ready to take calculated risks for 

potential rewards

 Engagement Frequency: Daily to weekly check-ins on the platform to 

monitor trades, adjust strategies, or explore new expert-crafted 

strategies

 Value Seekers: who see the value in leveraging expert strategies and 

tools to maximize trading profits rather than doing everything manually.
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This is Bill

Binance Balance (USDT)

450.56 USDT
= $450.56

Spot balance
300 USDT

Future balance
300 USDT

UnTrade P&L Analysis

Total Value (USDT)

Today’s PNL

$865.89
8.9%

7D PNL

$ 4165.89
37.9%

30D PNL

$8565.89
66.9%

12,000.00 USDT ($2,598.55)

This is the combined profit/loss given by all followed untrade 
AI Bots to you and can be verified in your Binance account.

Delta (USDT)

Delta is the loss incurred by AI Bots to you. 

We do not charge commission in case of loss making trades. 

12,410.00 USDT

Risk Management

expert portfolio

optimization real-time market data

More money on the Go!save valuable time

advanced algorithms
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c. Tech Companies

 Fintech startups or established tech companies keen on venturing into 

the trading and investment domain

 Organizations looking to integrate or partner with platforms like UnTrade 

to diversify their product range or add value to their existing customer 

base.



d. Crypto Exchanges

 Crypto exchanges aiming to offer additional value-added services to 

their user base to enhance user retention and engagement

 Exchanges looking to integrate with third-party platforms like UnTrade 

to allow users to easily deploy algorithmic trading strategies directly 

within their ecosystem

 Newer or smaller exchanges that might not have the bandwidth to 

develop in-house trading bots or algorithms can partner with UnTrade 

to provide these services to their customers, making them more 

competitive in the market.
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The UnTrade token has been carefully designed to provide a diverse range 
of utilities within the platform, ensuring value and participation from its 
holders. Here's an overview of its in-platform utility:



Discounts on Activation (Subscription) Fee & Profit Commission: :

Users can avail a 20% discount on the Activation (Subscription) Fee when 
they choose to pay with the UnTrade token. This discount is not applicable 
if the trader/investor chooses to pay via USDT. This gives an incentive for 
users to adopt and utilize the token within the platform.



Tiered Referral incentives System:



UnTrade Referral Incentives Program: Overview



The UnTrade Referral Incentives Program is a structured, tiered reward 
system designed to stimulate platform growth, enhance token utility, and 
reward users for their role in expanding the UnTrade user base and trading 
activity.

UnTrade Token 
Utility
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 It intricately intertwines the utility of the UnTrade token with the platform’s 

growth by incentivizing users to hold tokens and refer new active traders 

to the platform. 


The UnTrade token is central to our Referral incentives program. In order to 

claim Referral incentives, a user must maintain a minimum balance of 

UnTrade tokens in their In- App wallet.



Goal of the Referral System:


Enhanced Liquidity and Demand: The requirement to hold UnTrade tokens 

to claim rewards inherently boosts the token’s demand and potentially its 

value, while simultaneously reducing liquidity as users retain tokens to 

remain eligible for rewards.



Network Expansion: 


By incentivizing users to refer others, UnTrade aims to expand its user base 

organically, ensuring that new users are already somewhat connected to 

existing participants, which can foster community and enhance user 

engagement.



Revenue Generation:


The system encourages not just referrals but active trading among 

affiliates, ensuring that the platform generates revenue through trading-

related fees and commissions.



Passive Income for Users:


It provides an avenue for users to generate passive income by earning from 

the trading activities of their referrals, thereby incentivizing them to 

promote UnTrade and assist in its growth.



UnTrade Token Utility
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In essence, while the UnTrade Referral System shares the tiered reward 
structure, it distinctively ties rewards to trading activity and UnTrade token 
holding, ensuring symbiotic growth between the platform and its user base. 
This system is crafted to mutually benefit the platform in terms of revenue 
and user expansion, and the users in terms of passive income and potential 
token value appreciation.



Sources of the Referral System:



Platform Revenue: 

The incentives disbursed in the referral system are sourced from the 
platform’s revenue, specifically from activation fees and profit commissions 
generated by the affiliates (those who were referred and are actively 
trading). This revenue can be either in UnTrade token or USDT and will be 
claimable in the same token as generated as platform revenue.



How it Works



Tiered Structure

Untrade's Referral System is tiered, it emphasizes on rewarding users for 
bringing in affiliates who generate revenue for the platform through 
subscription and trading activities. 


Token Holding Requirement:

To claim referral incentives, users must hold a minimum balance of UnTrade 
tokens in their In-App wallet, with the requisite amount escalating per 
referral level/tier. 


Reward from Trading Activities:

Rewards are derived from the trading activities (both activation fees and 
profit commissions) of referred affiliates.


UnTrade Token Utility
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If user ‘A’ refers ‘B’ then user ‘B’ is counted as direct referral of user ‘A’ and 

will get benefits of “direct referral rewards” as per its level as mentioned in 

rewards point table.



Indirect Referral Reward:


Indirect referral incentives are applicable for revenue generated from both 

Subscription fees as well as profit commissions.



Eligibility Criteria for Indirect Referral Incentives



Token Holding and Tier Access:


To qualify for indirect referral incentives, users must adhere to a structured 

token holding schedule, maintaining a minimum balance of UnTrade tokens 

specific to different tiers. This ensures a tiered access system, where the 

user’s eligibility for indirect referral incentives is directly correlated to their 

token holding.





UnTrade Token Utility
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Type of Earnings through referral



Direct Referral Incentives: 


Direct referral incentives are applicable for revenue generated from both 

Subscription fees as well as profit commissions.
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Holding Period and Reward Calculation:



Minimum Holding Duration: 

A minimum holding period of 14 days is mandated to ensure genuine token 

utility and prevent short-term, speculative holding.



Reward Calculation:  

While referral rewards are computed on a daily basis, reflecting the 

ongoing trading activities of referred users, they are not instantly 

accessible.



Claiming Rewards:


Cooldown Period:  

Rewards mature over a cooldown period of 14 days, post which they 

become claimable, ensuring a balanced reward distribution mechanism 

that aligns with the platform’s operational and financial stability.



Forfeiture Clause: 


If the UnTrade token balance in the user’s wallet dips below the stipulated 

minimum holding criteria during this period, the accrued rewards will be 

forfeited.



Re-eligibility:  

Users can regain eligibility for new referral incentives by restoring their 

wallet balance to meet the minimum holding criteria.



This eligibility framework is meticulously designed to safeguard the integrity 

of the UnTrade Referral Incentives Program, ensuring it rewards genuine, 

committed participants while maintaining a stable, sustainable token and 

platform economy.



UnTrade Token Utility
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This structure helps in boosting the tokens demand at the same time 

reducing the liquidity as the users hold tokens in their wallet to become 

eligible for the referral incentives. The incentives at each level are described 

at the end of this section.









If user ‘A’ refers user ‘B’ and then user ‘B’ refers user ‘c’, then user ‘c’ is 

counted as 1st level of indirect referral of user ‘A’ and will get benefits of 

“indirect referral Incentives” which is 8% and “indirect profit commission” 

which is 5% as mentioned in rewards point table.



Now in the same chain if user ‘c’ refers user ‘d’ then ‘d’ will be counted as 

2nd level of indirect referral of user ‘A’ and will get benefits of “indirect 

referral incentives” which is 5% and “indirect profit commission” which is 5%  

as well as 1st level of indirect referral of user ‘B’ and will get benefits of 

“indirect referral rewards” which is 8% and “indirect profit commission” 

which is 5% as mentioned in rewards point table and so on.

UnTrade Token Utility
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This multifaceted utility design ensures that the UnTrade token remains 

central to the platform's operations, and the holders are continually 

rewarded for their participation and trust in the ecosystem



Revenue Sharing Model for UnTrade



Objective:


UnTrade's "Revenue Sharing" model is designed to transform token holders 

from mere spectators to active stakeholders, directly reaping the benefits 

of the platform's success. This model embodies UnTrade's vision of nurturing 
a symbiotic relationship that champions mutual growth and collective 

prosperity.


UnTrade Token Utility
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UnTrade Token Utility
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Mechanism:


- Dynamic Revenue Allocation: Each month, a portion of UnTrade’s platform 

revenue is set aside for distribution to eligible token holders. Starting at 15% 

for the first month post TGE, this allocation reduces by 1% monthly, 

eventually stabilizing at 7%. This descending structure is strategically 

implemented to reward early adopters and encourage initial token liquidity 

retention.



- Eligibility Criteria: To qualify for revenue sharing, token holders are 

required to maintain a minimum balance of 35,000 UnTrade tokens in their 

in-app wallet.



- Reward Computation: With a commitment to consistency and 

transparency, UnTrade calculates rewards on a weekly basis, ensuring 

regular updates for its community.



- Claiming Period: Rewards, though computed weekly, are made available 

for claim on a monthly basis. This systematic approach guarantees regular 

payouts while also fostering long-term token holding.



Impact:


- Shared Success: As UnTrade scales and achieves greater revenue, token 

holders see a proportional increase in their rewards. This ensures that the 

community's growth is directly tied to UnTrade's success.



 -Incentive to Hold: The mandate to maintain a specific token count to be 

eligible for revenue sharing acts as a compelling reason for users to hold 

onto their UnTrade tokens, potentially enhancing the token's demand and 

market stability.
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UnTrade Token Utility
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Transparency and Trust:


In line with its commitment to openness, UnTrade ensures that all 
revenue-sharing transactions are verifiable, instilling trust and bolstering 

confidence within its community.


Through the Revenue Sharing model, UnTrade reaffirms its dedication to its 

community, ensuring that the platform's achievements translate into 

tangible benefits for its token holders.



Token Reward Pool Replenishment: Sustaining Reward Distribution



Objective:



UnTrade is committed to maintaining a robust and sustainable token 
reward pool to consistently reward platform users and incentivize 

participation. The "Token Reward Pool Replenishment" strategy ensures that 

the reward pool is perpetually stocked, thereby guaranteeing uninterrupted 

reward distributions.



Mechanism:



Revenue Allocation: Every quarter, 10% of UnTrade’s platform revenue is 

dedicated to replenishing the token reward pool.



Currency Adaptability:



If the 10% revenue is in UnTrade tokens, it is directly transferred to the token 

reward pool.
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UnTrade Token Utility
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If it is in USDT or another currency, it is utilized to purchase UnTrade tokens 

from the open market, which are then added to the reward pool.



Impact:



Sustained Rewards: This strategy ensures that the reward pool never 

depletes, maintaining a continuous ability to reward users and incentivize 

participation and engagement on the platform.



Stable Token Demand: By potentially buying back UnTrade tokens from the 

open market, this mechanism also ensures a steady demand for the token, 

which can positively impact its market value.



User Incentive: A perpetually replenished reward pool ensures that users 

are consistently incentivized to engage with the platform, enhancing user 

retention and platform activity.



Transparency and Consistency:



Verifiable Transactions: All transactions related to the replenishment of 

the token reward pool will be recorded on the blockchain, ensuring 

transparency and verifiability.



Consistent Rewards: Users can rely on a consistent and transparent 

reward distribution mechanism, enhancing trust and loyalty towards the 

platform.
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UnTrade Token Utility
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Through the Token Reward Pool Replenishment strategy, UnTrade 

demonstrates a steadfast commitment to its user base, ensuring that 

rewards, a pivotal element of user engagement and retention, are 

consistently available, thereby fostering a thriving and engaged platform 

ecosystem.
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The UnTrade token economy has been strategically devised to maintain the 
long-term viability of the project, while ensuring a fair distribution that 
rewards various stakeholders and supports the platform's continuous 
growth. Here's a breakdown of the token distribution along with their 
respective vesting schedules:


Token Economy 
(Allocation and 

Vesting)
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4.0%

Public Sale

10%

Liquidity Pool

Partnerships

8.0%

Rewards

25.0%

Team

11.0%

Development & Operatoin

7.0%

Seed & Private Round

22.0%

Marketing

11.0%

Advisors

2.0%



 Token Reward Pool

 Allocation: 25
 Token reward pool distribution:

 The Token reward pool under this category are earmarked for 
distribution to Top Performing Traders with Max APY% on the 
platform as well as to the Top Delta Investors (those users 
registering max losses in USD), as a measure to maintain equilibrium

 The distributions are scheduled on a quarterly basis
 To ensure a consistent and sustainable reward system, rewards will 

be distributed every quarter at a fixed rate of 2% of the total token 
rewards pool. However, based on platform growth and the influx 
from token rewards pool replenishment sources, the rewards pool 
may be rebalanced in a similar pattern to ensure alignment with the 
platform's needs.

Token Economy (Allocation and Vesting)
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25%

8%

11%

22%

2%

11%

4% 

7%

10%

Rewards

Partnerships

Team

Seed & Private Round

Advisors

Marketing

Public Sale

Development & Operations

Liquidity Pool

NA

10% TGE, 24 Months Vesting

0% TGE, 36 Month Cliff, 12 Months Vesting

10% TGE, 3 Month Cliff, 18 Months Vesting

0% TGE, 6 Month Cliff, 6 Months Vesting

0% TGE, 2 Month Cliff, 10 Months Vesting

50% TGE, 4 Months Vesting

0% TGE, 18 Months Vesting

NA

Allocation Vesting schedule



2. Partnerships (KOLs & Other Partnerships)

 Allocation: 8% (14.4M tokens)

Description: This pool is dedicated to Key Opinion Leaders (KOLs) and other 
strategic partnerships that can bring value, exposure, and growth to the 
UnTrade platform. Allocating tokens for partnerships ensures that there's 
mutual investment and alignment in the success of the platform.



Vesting Schedule: 10% tokens are distributed at the Token Generation Event 
(TGE). 24 months vesting




Token Economy (Allocation and Vesting)
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3. Team

 Allocation: 11% (19.8M tokens)



Description: This allocation is earmarked to reward the dedicated team 
behind UnTrade, ensuring they are incentivized to contribute to the 
platform's long-term success.



Vesting Schedule: No tokens are distributed at the Token Generation Event 
(TGE). This is followed by a 36-month cliff, ensuring team members are 
committed to the platform's success in the long term. After this cliff, 
tokens are unlocked monthly for the subsequent 24 months vesting.



4. Seed and Private Rounds

 Allocation: 22% (39.6M tokens)



Description: This allocation is meant for early believers, investors, and 
accelerators that provide both capital and strategic value to UnTrade, 
aiding in its growth and scalability.



Vesting Schedule: An initial 10% (3.96M tokens) is unlocked at the TGE. This is 
followed by a 3 month cliff. Post-cliff, approximately tokens will be unlocked 
monthly over the next 18 months vesting.



5. Advisors

 Allocation: 2% (3.6M tokens)



Description: Advisors play a pivotal role in providing strategic insights, 
networking opportunities, and industry expertise. This pool ensures they are 
compensated for their commitment and advice.



Vesting Schedule: No tokens are given at TGE. This is succeeded by a 6-
month cliff. After this period, about 600,000 tokens are unlocked monthly 
over the subsequent 6 months.



6. Marketing

 Allocation: 11% (19.8M tokens)



Description: Marketing is crucial for the platform's visibility, user acquisition, 
and overall growth. This allocation supports various marketing initiatives, 
campaigns, and user engagement activities.



Vesting Schedule: No tokens are released at TGE. This is followed by a 2-
month cliff. Post-cliff, approximately 1,980,000 tokens are unlocked monthly 
over the next 10 months.

Token Economy (Allocation and Vesting)
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7. Public Sale

 Allocation: 4% (7.2M tokens)



Description: The public sale allows a broader audience of crypto enthusiasts 
and investors to purchase the token and be part of the UnTrade 
community. It's an opportunity to raise funds and increase token 
distribution.



Vesting Schedule: 50% (3.6M tokens) are unlocked at the TGE, followed by a 
monthly unlocking of 25% over the next 4 months.



8. Development & Operations

 Allocation: 7% (12.6M tokens)



Description: This pool ensures that the platform's technical infrastructure, 
operations, and continuous development are well-funded, thereby 
facilitating smooth user experiences and the introduction of new features.



Vesting Schedule: No tokens are released at TGE. This is followed by a 
vesting of 18 months.



9. Liquidity Pool:



Allocation: 10% (18M tokens)



Description: The Liquidity Pool ensures adequate liquidity on exchanges for 
the UnTrade token. A well-maintained liquidity pool enhances trading 
experiences, preventing large price fluctuations and ensuring a stable 
market presence.


Token Economy (Allocation and Vesting)
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Key Points:



Stability: Minimizes price volatility.

Trust: Reflects the project's commitment to a healthy trading environment.

Accessibility: Ensures smooth buying and selling without drastic price 
changes.

Vesting Schedule: Not Applicable



This allocation structure supports the project's vision by ensuring 
sustainable growth, incentivizing long-term commitment from the 
team and advisors, and providing ample liquidity and rewards for the 
broader community.

Token Economy (Allocation and Vesting)
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Founding Team
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Rahul Bhatia
Chief Marketing officer

Harsh Bhadauria
Head of Trading Desk

Abhishek Tiwari
Head of  Product & Strategy

Ayush Khetan
co-Founder


Chief executive officer

Karan Sharma
Co-Founder


Chief operating officer

Naveen Agarwal
Director of engineering

https://www.linkedin.com/in/ayush-khetan-9a4906236/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/karan-sharma-569271228/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/naveen-agarwal-24681188/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/harsh-bhadauria-171534237/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/rahulbhatia07/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/abhishek2tiwari/


Big Teams
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Vipin Tripathi
Product Manager

Siddharth Jain
Backend Engg.

Ketan Jakhar
Backend Engg.

Rahul Jha
App Dev

Sampan 
Acharya
ML Engineer

Namo Dhaker
Frontend Engg.

Atif Ahmad
Quant Engg.

Vikas Kumar
Quant Engg.

Nabeel Saleem
UX Designer

Mumal 
Shekhawat
Content Strategy

Garvit Sharma
Marketing Manager

Muskaan 
Khandelwal

Graphics

Chandra 
Shekher Garg

SEO Specialist

Sidra Ejaz
Content Writer

Imran Khan
Content Writer



Investor:


An individual or entity that allocates capital on the user side UnTrade app 

through Exchange APIs with the expectation of receiving financial returns.



Trader:


A trader on the UnTrade platform is an individual or entity that engages in 

manually executing trades, creating analytics and, upon achieving a certain 

performance threshold, getting listed on the investor side of the app to 

manage multiple portfolios. 



Quant Traders on UnTrade utilize the platform's no-code AI, to develop and 

deploy algorithmic trading strategies without coding expertise. They apply 

mathematical models to identify trading opportunities, manage risks, and 

can showcase their strategies to investors on the platform upon meeting 

specific performance criteria.

Glossary
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Algorithmic Trading: 

Utilizing algorithms and mathematical models to trade financial markets 
based on predefined criteria without human intervention.



API (Application Programming Interface):

A set of protocols and tools for building software and applications, enabling 
interaction between different software applications.



UnTrade Token:

The native cryptocurrency token of the UnTrade platform, which is utilized 
within the platform’s ecosystem for various functionalities.



No-Code AI (BOT):

A feature within the UnTrade platform that allows users to create 
algorithmic trading strategies without the need for coding knowledge.



Vesting Schedule:

The Vesting Schedule for the UnTrade Token outlines the predetermined 
timeline and conditions under which tokens are gradually released or 
become available for use to the token holders.
 

Vetted Strategies:

Vetted Strategies on UnTrade denote trading methods that have been 
rigorously assessed for their profitability, risk management, and 
compliance platform norms. This involves scrutinizing historical 
performance, risk, legality, reliability, and transparency, ensuring that only 
robust and reliable strategies are presented to platform users and 
investors, thereby bolstering trust and potential success. 


Glossary
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Profit and Loss Percentage (PnL%):

The Profit and Loss Percentage (PnL%) represents the percentage change in 
the value of an investment or trading position over a specified time period. 
In UnTrade, the traders generating maximum PNL will be rewarded.



Minimum Drawdown:

Minimum Drawdown refers to the smallest peak-to-trough decline in the 
value of an investment or trading account, typically quoted as a 
percentage.  In UnTrade, the traders with minimum drawdown will be 
rewarded.

Glossary
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Profit Sharing:

Tokenized equity being distributed to those holding a minimum of 35000 
UnTrade tokens and proportionate to their token holdings.



Referral Incentives:

These fall under the tiered affiliate program of UnTrade. Under this the 
affiliates are rewarded a share of platform revenue generated by their 
referrals. Tiers unlock with the minimum holding of 10000 UnTrade tokens 
from tier 2.



Token Reward Pool:

Fair token distribution to platform users. Incentivising top profit generating 
traders and top loss booking investors on a quarterly basis.
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Welcome to UnTrade’s digital asset platform, where you will find a 

comprehensive overview of our services, features, and offerings. We are 

committed to providing a safe and transparent environment for users to 

engage with emerging technologies, such as digital assets, trading 

strategies, blockchain technology, and associated applications. In our 

pursuit of transparency and accountability, it is crucial that you, as a user, 

are aware of the potential risks and limitations of these technologies and 

our services.





Risks, Restrictions 
and Disclaimers
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In the following sections, we will walk you through a detailed examination 

of the risks, restrictions, and disclaimers that pertain to your use of 

UnTrade’s platform and services. It's essential that you read and understand 

these terms carefully as they outline critical information about the nature 

of the technologies we deal with and the boundaries of our control over 

them.



By using our platform, you acknowledge that the digital asset space is 

dynamic, rapidly evolving, and characterized by uncertainty. You 

understand that both market conditions and technology itself can undergo 

sudden and unpredictable changes that may impact our ability to deliver 

on the terms outlined in this document. Moreover, you recognize that 

UnTrade is a software company providing software products in an 

application, but we do not offer investment, legal, or tax advice. We do not 

take into account your individual financial situation or investment 

objectives.



Please read each section carefully and familiarize yourself with the 

information presented. UnTrade strives to provide a secure and user-

friendly platform, but it is vital that you understand and accept the risks 

inherent to the digital asset landscape. By acknowledging and 

comprehending these risks, you can make informed decisions and use our 

services more effectively.



Let's now delve into the subsequent sections, where we will explore these 

risks, limitations, and disclaimers in greater detail.


Risks, Restrictions and Disclaimers
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Section 1: New and Unproven Technology



In this section, we outline the risks and disclaimers related to the use of 

new and untested technologies, such as digital assets, trading strategies, 

blockchain technology, and their associated applications. It's essential for 

users to understand the evolving and unpredictable nature of these 

technologies and the limitations of UnTrade's control over them.



1.1 Adverse Changes in the Market and Technology



You are entering a realm of emerging technologies where change is 

constant. UnTrade cannot control or predict market fluctuations or 

technological developments that may impact the performance of the 

platform and services. It's important to acknowledge that unforeseen events 

in the market or technology can affect our ability to meet the terms and 

conditions outlined in this document.



1.2 UnTrade’s Role and Limitations



UnTrade is a software company that provides software products through its 

application. However, it is vital to understand that UnTrade does not provide 

investment, legal, or tax advice. We do not take into account your individual 

circumstances, including your financial situation and investment objectives. 

Therefore, you are solely responsible for seeking independent, professional 

advice if needed.


Risks, Restrictions and Disclaimers
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1.3 Understanding the Risks



The use of our items and services is suitable only for users who have a 

comprehensive understanding of the inherent risks. This implies that you 

need to be aware of and accept the high price volatility in the 

cryptocurrency market and the possibility of losing your investments. You 

should only invest funds that you can afford to lose, as the cryptocurrency 

market is known for its unpredictability.



1.4 Performance Guarantees and Trading Strategies



Trading strategies provided by UnTrade are unregulated and unlicensed 

services and should not be treated as financial or investment products. Any 

content, communication, or recommendations from UnTrade should not 

be construed as investment advice. We want to emphasize that a trading 

strategy is not a security or financial instrument. UnTrade cannot 

guarantee the future profitability of any trading strategy and explicitly 

warns users that using strategies from the Strategy Library does not ensure 

an increase in the value of their invested assets.



1.5 Security of Your Credentials



Any third party gaining access to your login credentials or API keys can 

potentially carry out unauthorized trading with your digital assets. It is your 

responsibility to take appropriate security measures to protect your 

devices, including the use of advanced security techniques. UnTrade 

provides advanced security features, but the security of your login 

credentials remains your sole responsibility. UnTrade will not be held 

responsible for any unauthorized access or resulting damages or losses.


Risks, Restrictions and Disclaimers
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1.6 Potential Security Threats



Cybersecurity threats are a significant concern in the digital asset space. 

Hackers and other organizations may attempt various tactics, such as 

denial of service attacks, malware, or phishing, to gain unauthorized access 

to your UnTrade account, third-party exchange accounts, the application, 

the website, or your digital assets. These threats should not be 

underestimated, and users must remain vigilant.



1.7 Code Vulnerabilities



It is essential to recognize that the platform and trading strategies may 

contain vulnerabilities or bugs within the source code. These vulnerabilities 

can impact the use of the platform and potentially lead to the loss of 

invested funds. Users should be aware of this risk associated with using 

new and untested technology.



1.8 Low Liquidity and Value Fluctuations



Low liquidity for specific assets on exchanges can affect the performance 

of trading strategies. Additionally, the price volatility of digital assets can 

lead to unfavorable fluctuations in the value of investments in trading 

strategies. These fluctuations may not necessarily be tied to the value of 

the digital assets themselves.
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1.9 Unforeseeable Risks



The cryptocurrency and blockchain space is still evolving, and unforeseen 

risks can emerge. UnTrade acknowledges that there are risks that cannot 

be anticipated and urges users to remain cautious.



Please remember that this section serves to inform users about the 

potential risks and limitations associated with UnTrade’s services and the 

technologies involved. It is essential to ensure that users fully comprehend 

these risks before proceeding. Additionally, users should always seek 

professional advice when necessary.



Section 2: UnTrade’s Non-Responsibility for Investment, Legal, 
or Tax Advice



In this section, we clarify the disclaimers and restrictions concerning any 

guidance or considerations offered by Untrade. It's essential for you to 

understand that Untrade, as a service provider, does not provide investment, 

legal, or tax advice and does not consider your individual circumstances, 

including your financial situation and investment objectives. We emphasize 

the importance of seeking independent, professional advice when dealing 

with matters requiring such expertise.



2.1 Untrade's Role



Untrade is a service provider that offers tools and services related to digital 

assets, trading strategies, and blockchain technology. Our role is to provide 

a platform for users to manage their investments and digital assets. 

However, it is important to recognize that Untrade's role is strictly limited to 

providing services and technical support.
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2.2 Lack of Personalized Advice 


We want to make it clear that Untrade does not offer investment, legal, or 

tax advice to users. We do not assess or consider your specific financial 

situation, investment goals, or legal circumstances. This means that any 

actions, decisions, or considerations presented by Untrade, its services, or 

the platform should not be interpreted as personalized advice or 

recommendations for your specific situation.



2.3 Seek Independent Professional Advice



If you require investment, legal, or tax advice that pertains to your unique 

circumstances, it is your responsibility to seek such advice from 

independent and qualified professionals. Untrade strongly encourages users 

to consult experts who can provide customized guidance based on your 

financial situation, objectives, and legal requirements.



2.4 Sole Responsibility of Users



Your use of the Untrade platform and services implies that you understand 

and accept that the responsibility for decisions related to investments, 

legal matters, and tax considerations rests solely with you. Untrade does 

not assume any responsibility for the choices you make or the 

consequences that may result from those choices.



2.5 User's Informed Decision-Making



By using the Untrade platform, you acknowledge the need to make 

informed and responsible decisions concerning your investments, legal 

matters, and tax obligations. You should always be aware of the associated 

risks and the potential impact of your actions in these areas.
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2.6 Applicability to All Users



These disclaimers regarding investment, legal, and tax advice apply to all 

users of the Untrade platform and services. Regardless of your level of 

experience or expertise, it is imperative to understand that Untrade does not 

provide personalized advice or recommendations in these domains.



Please take these disclaimers seriously and take the initiative to seek 

professional advice when it is necessary. Untrade is dedicated to providing 

you with the tools and resources needed for managing your digital assets, 

but the responsibility for decisions in these critical areas remains with you.
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